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Fancy to me now some example of  wisdom you’d set up against folly; 

one that had spend his childhood and youth in learning the sciences 

and lost the sweetest part of  his life in watchings, cares, studies, and 

for the remaining part of  it never so much as tasted the least pleasure;  

ever sparing , poor, sad, sour, unjust, and rigorous to himself, and trou-

blesome and hateful to others; broken with paleness, leanness, crassness, 

sore eyes, and an old age and death contracted before their time - though 

yet, what matter is it, when he die that never lived? - and such is the pic-

ture of  this great wise man. – DESIDERIUS ERASMUS In Praise of  Folly
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Folly takes many forms. Driven by whim, restlessness, or passion, it typi-
cally marks a pivot in one’s life which only the benefit of  hindsight can 

judge. In 1988 Daphne Glorian spent her entire life’s savings on 17 terraces 
of  vines situated in a wooded hollow just outside the village of  Gratallops. 
Her accomplices in this folly? – René Barbier, Álvaro Palacios, Carles Pas-
trana, and Josep Lluís Pérez. Together they pooled their resources and their 
newly acquired vineyards and settled in a region rich in history but without 
much of  a reputation. 

In 1989 the modern Priorat was born: one wine but five different labels, each 
of  which would become known worldwide: Clos Mogador, Clos Dofi, Clos 
Martinet, Clos de l’Obac, and Clos Erasmus.

Clos Erasmus is fittingly named after the famed humanist and Renaissance 
author Desiderius Erasmus, a favorite writer of  Daphne and her humanist 
father, and in whose timeless work – In Praise of  Folly – can Daphne’s hard 
work in the Priorat be fully understood.
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Born in Paris but of  Swiss-German ancestry, Daphne Glorian spent her 
early years shuttling between Switzerland and France before settling in 

Gratallops. I like to make lists of  what needs to be done each day, and in Spain, I’m happy 
if  I manage a quarter of  it, which is how Daphne explains her life now in Spain.

While studying law in Paris in her 20s, Daphne first discovered fine wine while 
working as the office manager for Kit Stevens MW. What was simply a job to 
make ends meet would soon become her advocation. Shortly after taking the 
job with Kit, she was introduced to René Barbier and Álvaro Palacios, who 
were so impassioned about a place called the Priorat, that she decided she 
needed to visit and see it for herself...

The early years of  making wine in the Priorat were not easy. The rugged land-
scape and poor soils yielded only small quantities of  wine, and the region was 
unknown outside of  Catalunya. From its start, Clos Erasmus has been a wine 
made from younger vines blessed with being planted in the right spot. Farming 
has always been sustainable, and with the addition of  Ester Nin as Daphne’s 
viticulturist in 2004, Clos i Terrasses has been converted to biodynamic farm-
ing. 

In her early vintages, Daphne relied on her friends René Barbier and Álvaro 
Palacios for advice, but guided by her instincts and her training in Burgundy, 
where she first discovered wine, her wines have evolved to become some of  
the most sought-after references for the Priorat – and along the way, some 
of  the most desired wines in the world. Despite having received multiple 100 
point scores from top critics, Daphne has kept Clos i Terrasses modest in size 
and has not dramatically increased her production of  Clos Erasmus, preferring 
instead to create a second, equally expressive wine, Laurel.
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Today Daphne’s property goes by the name Clos i Terrasses in recognition of  
the Clos upon which her fame was established and the terraces she currently 

farms. The original folly, Escales (pictured below), is a 1.7-hectare parcel planted origi-
nally on seventeen terraces carved out of  a steep slope and surrounded by woods. 
North-facing, its seemingly inauspicious aspect creates the perfect conditions for the 
slow ripening of  Garnatxa. The top-most seven terraces of  Escales were regraded 
to costers in 2019 as the Syrah originally planted here began to die due to the heat. 
This new portion of  Escales was subsequently replanted with Garnatxa making this 
site now 100% Garnatxa. 

F R O M  C L O S  E R A S M U S  T O  C L O S  I  T E R R A S S E S
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In the early 1990s, Daphne added Aubagues (pictured above) and Socarrats to her hold-
ings. Aubagues was once partially terraced, but this section was regraded to costers 
and replanted with Garnatxa in 2013.  Now totaling 2.5 hectares, Aubagues has a 
diverse range of  exposures that span two ridge tops with Garnatxa (56%) planted in the 
exposed, warmer parts of  the vineyard and Syrah (44%) on the relatively more sheltered 
north-facing slopes. 

Socarrats is 3.12 hectares and planted with Garnatxa (62%), her few remaining vines 
of  Cabernet Sauvignon (28%), and Syrah (10%). This site runs up and over a hillside 
from southeast to northwest. Les Vaques is a north-facing part of  Socarrats pur-
chased in 1998, and where Daphne has an additional 1.4 hectares of  Garnatxa planted 
in 2018 & 2019. 
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Guinarderes (pictured below), acquired in 1998, is 2.9 hectares in size. Facing south and 
southeast, this is her warmest site and the first to be harvested. It is planted with Gar-
natxa (60%) and Syrah (40%).

Purchased in 2011, Solanes is a steep 11-hectare plot situated at the foot of  a dramatic 
sandstone butte in the village of  El Lloar. In 2020 Daphne planted 1.72 hectares of  
Garnatxa on the south-facing portion, while the corresponding northeast-facing slope 
would be ideal for Syrah in the future. Despite its size, 2 hectares are already planted 
with olive trees – the source for her olive oil – leaving only about 4.3 hectares suitable 
for future planting. 

Together these vineyards form Clos i Terrasses. A modest-sized estate by the stan-
dards of  the modern Priorat, Daphne strives to preserve the ideals that led her to 
her original folly – the unique and distinct character of  Clos Erasmus made possible 
through a strict selection of  sites, fruit, and the barrels in which this nascent wine is 
aged – as well as the creation of  a separate cuvée, Laurel which has its own unique 
personality and terroir expression.
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TERROIR at  CLOS i  TERRA SSES

When asked about the difference in her various vineyard sites, Daphne responded:

Technically it’s all slate except at the foot of  the Montsant where there is some chalk. It’s really 

all these small micro-climates, ridges and valleys and that’s where all the differences are. It’s 

Burgundy in reverse: same soils and different climate versus different soils and the same climate.
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2019 was a dramatic change from 2018, with little rain during the winter (less than 
136 liters between January and September), resulting in a drought compounded by 
an unheard-of  heatwave in June, with temperatures reaching 42 degrees (107 F.) for 
almost a week.
 

But trust the vines of  the Priorat. Even though the extreme temperatures of  June 
hit them hard, they are used to harsh conditions, and they adapted, returning to their 
normal thrifty mode. 

The resulting volumes were, of  course, almost 20% below those of  2018 but in line 
with the yields we often get, 18-19 hectolitres per hectare. Harvest began at the end 
of  August with Syrah and finished only a day earlier than average on September 18th.  
As expected, the combination of  low yields and high temperatures speeded up the 
ripening process.
 

The wines are a perfect example of  Mediterranean varieties producing their best un-
der challenging conditions. They are concentrated, solar, and yet velvety, with a strong 
will but happy demeanor.

2 0 1 9  V I N TA G E  a t  C L O S  i  T E R R A S S E S
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G R ATA L L O P S

Gratallops, a village of  250 people founded in the 13th century, is in the heart of  
the Priorat. With the Riu de Montsant to the west and the Riu de Siurana winding 

its way through its heart, Gratallops is an undulating basin of  weathered schist soils 
with a multitude of  various exposures. The hallmark of  this terroir is a tensile and tac-
tile generosity of  fruit buttressed with distinctly pure and mineral freshness. It is these 
characteristics that drew Daphne Glorian, Rene Barbier, and Alvaro Palacios to this 
village in the later 1980s, and it is here that some of  the greatest Clos were established: 
Clos Dofi, Clos Mogador, and Clos Erasmus.

While smaller and more homely than the comparatively bustling Porrera and Pobole-
da, or the dramatic Torroja del Priorat and La Vilella Alta, Gratallops seems aware that 
the excitement happens just outside its borders. The village is resolutely focused on 
agricultural work – grapevines and orchards of  almonds and olives. In the early morn-
ing, you can walk all the narrow streets of  this village in 30 minutes, interrupted only 
by the occasional cat and the village baker delivering bread. 
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Clos i Terrasses is situated at the northern edge of  the village of  Gratallops in an 
ancient building converted into a cellar with a simple dwelling above. Previously used 
by Alvaro Palacios, this unpretentious cellar outgrew his ambitions, but it remains 
perfectly suited for Daphne Glorian’s singular aim of  making the most honest and 
heralded wines in the Priorat and some of  the finest wines in the world.    
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The grapes come from the same parcels year after year: Escales, Aubages 
and Socarrats and each site is fermented and aged separately. The fruit 
was destemmed, sorted by hand and slightly crushed. Primary fermen-
tation was conducted in 15-20HL oak vats, macerations lasted 30-35-30 
days, with malo in barrel after pressing. Clos Erasmus was aged for 18 

months in 228L French oak barrels (50% new).

2019  CLOS ERA SMUS
83% Garnatxa, 17% Syrah
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vineyards Escales, Aubages & Socarrats alcohol 15.5%

vine age 37–61-years-old bottled May, 2021

farming Certified organic, practicing biodynamic bottles 3423 bottles, 100 magnums



From the younger vines, as well as the occasional declassified 
barrel of  Clos Erasmus and the few grapes of  Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon still on the estate. The 2019 Laurel was destemmed, hand 
sorted and lightly crushed and vinified in oak and concrete vats 
with a 4 week maceration. After pressing the wine was aged for 
18 months in 20HL oak and 20HL concrete vats, third-fill 228L 
French oak barrels and 700L amphorae. Although this looks 
rather eclectic and haphazard, I like the mix of  different vessels 
as it allows each parcel and variety to express itself.

2019  LAU REL
77% Garnatxa, 8% Syrah, 15% Cabernet Sauvignon
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vineyards Guinarderes, Socarrats, Aubagues alcohol 15%

vine age 15–35-years-old bottled May, 2021

farming Certified organic, practicing biodynamic bottles 18,558 bottles, 525 magnums
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